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Abstract:  

The article discusses problems the Central Historical Archives of the National Archives of Georgia is 
facing in the process of converting paper based descriptions (opisi)1 to electronic forms. Aside from 
resolving the technical issues, the main challenge is to expand and enrich the information included 
in the descriptions despite minimal financial resources. During our work on the documents we have 
also found that there are many cases in which the information in the descriptions, less favorable to 
the Soviet state, was purposely hidden from the researchers. The article also examines how similar 
archives in other post-Soviet states deal with this problem through interview schedules with officials 
of those archives, as well as through examination of the documentation that they have produced in 
order to place the experience of the Historical Archives of Georgia in a comparative context.  
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Izvleček: 

PROBLEMI ARHIVSKEGA POPISOVANJA V POSOVJETSKIH DRŽAVAH  
Primer Osrednjega zgodovinskega arhiva Gruzije 

Prispevek obravnava težave Osrednjega zgodovinskega arhiva Državnega arhiva Gruzije, s katerimi se 
sooča v procesu konvertiranja popisov na papirju v elektronsko obliko. Poleg reševanja tehničnih težav 
je glavni izziv tega procesa razširjanje in dopolnjevanje informacij, vključenih v popis. Med delom na 
dokumentih smo ugotovili, da je mnogo primerov, ko so bile informacije v popisu, ki niso bile 
zaželjene v času sovjetske države, namerno skrite pred raziskovalci. Prispevek, napravljen na podlagi 
vprašalnika, ki so ga izpolnili zaposleni v drugih arhivih nekdanje Sovjetske zveze, podaja rezultate 
raziskave o tem, kako so se s tem problemom soočali tam.  

Ključne besede: 

posovjetski arhivi, fond, popisi, dokumenti, skriti podatki, pravica do informacij 

The role and value of the description of archival documents is huge. The 
inventory is the basic archival reference book as it presents the structure of the 
fonds, reveals the functions of the fonds’ creator and its changes throughout its 
activity and retells the main subject of the fonds at the level of units of 
storage/units of account (?). 

The Central Historical Archives of the National Archives of Georgia is the main 
institution where documents, representing the pre-Soviet history of the Georgian 
country, are preserved. According to the periods, they can be divided into three 
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groups: from 9th century (the oldest preserved document) to 1800 – the period of 
united or separated kingdoms of Georgia; 1801-1917 – Georgia as a part of the 
Russian Empire and center of Caucasus; 1918-1921 – the First Republic of Georgia. 

The first part of the archives contains mainly single documents or manuscripts 
that depict feudal age of Georgia. Here, there is no hidden information about people 
or places. Every king, noble, religious person, peasant or geographical place is 
mentioned in the catalogues. In 2014, archives launched a project to describe 
unique manuscripts kept here. Before this project, only a few of about 900 
manuscripts were scientifically fully described. The project is variously describing 
3 main types of manuscripts: those that contain only one writing, collected works 
manuscript, collected verses manuscripts. Every manuscript has a description: 
technical, content, structural, administrative and other fields. Special fields are 
also designed for inscriptions, colophons and texts that do not have full endings.2 

After the completing of the project, the following was achieved:  

1. First academically correct and  detailed description according to 
paleographic, codicological and all the other singularities of the 
manuscripts was prepared; 

2. Many texts were identified accurately - changing/correcting  the dates on 
some of the  manuscripts and also dividing some of those that were 
wrongly considered to be the parts of the same manuscript; 

3. The project elicited the texts that were unknown for scientific circles 
before; 

4. Tens of unknown miniatures were stated into descriptions; 

5. Several documents have been acknowledged as palimpsests that were not 
known before. 

This project is already significant: archives nominated its oldest documents to 
the UNESCO world historical database and in, the October 2015 session, these 
documents were added for their “world significance and outstanding universal 
value” (agenda.ge, 2015).  

Inventories of documents between the years 1801 and 1921 are different from 
the inventories and descriptions of old documents. Materials from 1801 to 1917 have 
a poor descriptive level while there is huge amount of items in them. Although we 
already mentioned that the periodization from 1801-1917 and 1918-1921 is different 
in Georgian history, descriptions are sharing the same problem and also many titles 
of the 1918-1921 period documents were censored and hidden while not being a 
very “desired” history of the First Republic of Georgia – anti-Bolshevik and anti-
Soviet state.  

In total, Historical Archives kept up to 2.000.000 archival items. Today their 
number has decreased to 800.000, because in 1960’s and 70’s, with the official 
orders3 of Moscow, a lot of archival documents were sent to Moscow, to the Russian 
archives and other Soviet countries had to transfer the documents. Up to 800 
archival fonds, concerning the Caucasus military district, were taken from the 
Historical Archives to the Soviet military archive. More than 100 fonds were taken 
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to Armenia and Azerbaijan, the neighboring countries of Georgia. All these 
movements took place after the archivists had described the whole material in 
Tbilisi. 

According to the revision, provided by the archives, today we have totally 
1.478 inventories in the Historical Archives. Many of them should be improved in 
one or multiple cases. In 2014, the National Archives of Georgia launched a project 
in the Central Historical Archives. The work will be complex, because of the variety 
of documents and their importance. The project coincides with the principles of the 
country’s Open Government Partnership action plans, increasing the openness and 
accessibility of the materials in the National Archives4. During the planning of the 
project, the archives have revised all of its inventories and elicited some basic 
errors that must be corrected. 

After the revision, we have indicated some major problems to be improved: 

 50 % of descriptions have no foreword, also almost every foreword of the 
mentioned descriptions has to be written again, because it is influenced 
by the Marxist-Leninist ideological point of view. For example, in the 
description of the archival fonds The First Republic of Georgia, the 
country and its officials are mentioned as “mensheviks” or “anti-
socialists”. Many titles are also composed according to this approach. In 
the description of The Ministry of Foreign Affairs The First Republic of 
Georgia “Mensheviks declared “independent” state of Georgia” and 
“Georgian government had invited the Turkish, German and British troops 
to fight on its own country against the will of the Soviet people” (NA 
inventory book, fond N1864). The Soviet propaganda was questioning the 
independency of Georgia with its clutches, meanwhile it was de-jure 
recognized by the western allies on January 27, 1921 (Jones, 2014), 
Though, after less than a month, on February 25,  Soviet troops entered 
Tbilisi and on March 18, the Georgian government left the state and it was 
fully occupied. The Soviet historiography tried to blackout this piece of 
history not only from the textbooks, but also from the documents of the 
official state agencies. Even worst, the founding figures of the First 
Republic of Georgia were blamed in collaborationism with the troops of 
the foreign countries. 

 36% of descriptions have no search tools at all. 

 88% of descriptions are in Russian. Translation is one more necessary tool 
to be done, but another problem is emerging: many terms used in Russian 
are not used in Georgian language. The institutions of 1801-1917 were 
established and governed from Russia, therefore the translation and the 
interpretation of many names, surnames, official titles will be 
problematic, if a dictionary is not provided by the archivists and the 
language scientists. After the translation of this material into Georgian, it 
should be translated in English as well. Therefore, the researchers will 
receive information from descriptions in three languages. 

In the project, launched by the National Archives of Georgia, descriptions will 
firstly be digitized and provided for the reading hall of archives free of charge. 
Meanwhile, a group of people will transfer the text in edited files (mainly word 
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files) with the help of special programs of text recognition and in case the text in 
the description is not readable or scribbled, the employees will do it manually. Also, 
the archives plans to renew the descriptions: translate them into Georgian language 
but keep the Russian titles as well. The main goal of the project is to expand the 
information and make it more complex and searchable for the researchers. 

The above mentioned approaches are made only on paper and if we have any 
technical issues, we will have to delay the beginning of the process. Before we start, 
we will also study various potential challenging problems that will probably be 
encountered during the work. In our micro-research, we tried to observe the 
countries with similar cases and explored how they have managed to work in this 
field and what problems they had to face. We have sent the same questionnaire, 
formulated upon the problems indicated at our archives, to our partner 
organizations: Lithuanian, Armenian, Estonian archives and asked them to add some 
other specific ones if they had any. 

First of all, we reviewed the official documents issued by the Russian federal 
agency of archives in 2013 which are the hand-out for the regional branches and the 
other archives of Russia, where they have detailed directions how the description 
should be transferred from the paper-based version into the electronic one. The 
Russian case is the most important for us, because during the Soviet-era every other 
archives of the Soviet countries were ruled by a central archival agency located in 
Moscow. Also, almost every major academic study and scientific research was 
carried out in Moscow.5 In this hand-out, variety of technical and content related 
problems are discussed and hereby we will mention some of the key issues we have 
found important to attend. 

According to this document, the descriptions, where the text is printed and is 
readable, should be scanned and then edited with a special software that can 
convert this text into MS Word format. Whereas in handwritten versions everything 
should be done manually (archives.ru, 2013, pp.14). We are provided with the useful 
information that it is not recommended to make electronic versions and 
simultaneously enrich the content of the description. They claim that these two 
tasks, done mutually, will harm both of them and serious mistakes will occur, 
because the technical work should not be done with the scientific one. This cannot 
be argued and should be taken into consideration (archives.ru, 2013, pp.22). One 
can also read important advice about the naming of an item in the description. 
Overall, this document is a good base in a technical point of view and should be 
considered by the archives from the Post-Soviet countries, while planning this kind 
of work. But there is no discussion about the question we have asked in our article. 
How to manage and open “the hidden unnecessary information” to the public? 
Unfortunately, we do not have any answer concerning this issue. 

As we have already mentioned, we interviewed the representatives of the 
archives of other Post-Soviet countries about the same experience. We used this 
method because, unlike the Russian archives, they have not issued any official 
documentation or a hand-out about this question and have just started the work. 

Hereby we will discuss all of them: Lithuanian archives did not take any action 
for the renewing of their descriptions because of lack of the staff and resources. 
However, they are receiving numerous requests from citizens, mainly about their 
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work experience documents. The Lithuanians only plan to work on this in the future 
(Kristina Stanisauske’s E-mail, 2015). 

We have indicated six major questions: 

1. What is the total amount of archival items in your archives? 

2. Was the content and the form of the description upgraded, or do you have 
the Soviet-era ones still in use? 

3. Have your archives made efforts to re-catalogue its holdings to make them 
more “user-friendly”? 

4. Have there been any efforts to locate the “hidden” information about the 
events and the individuals; to index, catalogue or somehow make this 
information available for researchers? 

5. How much time personnel and “man-hours” have been required to make 
electronic versions of the descriptions available? 

6. Was the translating of descriptions into the native language an issue?  

 The archives in Armenia were merged in 2003 and they do not have a separate 
central state historical archives. Totally up to 3.000.000 archival items are in the 
Armenian archives, but they have also mentioned their work had started from the 
part of the materials relating to the historical part, so the case is very similar to 
the Georgian one. Other technical innovation is that the Armenian archives have 
created their own database, where electronic information is registered. Since 2009, 
29 employees are working on the registration of the information in the database. 
The employees are divided into 4 groups and they have different tasks, starting from 
reading the handwritten information, ending with typing. Till September 1, 2015, 
1.110.000 electronic cards were uploaded in the database. The language of the 
description is Armenian, although the majority of the documents are in Russian. 
They have mentioned that they made a mistake of not uploading descriptions in 
both languages from the beginning of the project.  

We have received the following answers on the main question of our research, 
concerning the “hidden” information: 

Information about the First Democratic Republic of Armenia that was closed 
during the Soviet period should be fully rearranged and described again. They also 
publish minutes and proceedings of the government of the First Republic, laws, 
parliament sessions and also the memoirs of political leaders. Except of this 
information, they are working on the description of people and material loss of 
Armenians during the First World War. They also talk about renewing other 
important documents: the history of the Armenian apostolic church needs a 
separate field of study and a renewed description. Other topics depict the early 
conflicts between Armenia and Azerbaijan and Armenian Genocide (Sonya 
Mirzoyan’s E-mail, 2015). 

Therefore, in according with the Armenian case, they have decided to start 
everything from the beginning. We cannot name this process as a “renewal” of the 
descriptions. They are creating new ones. Such approach demands lots of energy 
and finances, as 29 employees have done about 35 per cent of total work during 
seven years. 
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The last case, we would like to discuss in our topic, are the Estonian Archives. 
They have started  the re-description of titles of their 8.5 million archival items 
according to the Archives Act of 1998 and the new standard of archival description 
ISAD (G), but they also use paper based descriptions up to the present time. As for 
the case of making archival research more “user friendly”, they use the electronic 
information system AIS. They have introduced a new level of series (and its sub-
units) in order to re-arrange the existing paper-based descriptions in a more 
comprehensive manner; created unification schemas for similar institutions (i.e. 
archives creators) and correspondingly restructured the fonds. The representatives 
of the Estonian Archives have mentioned that, as a result, the descriptive hierarchy 
of fonds became more structured and richer in detail on the one hand and, 
compared to the  previous paper inventories, more unified on the other.. However, 
this initiative did not include the record level and all the file titles remained the 
same, as they were before on paper. 

For the most interesting question concerning the “hidden” part, they 
responded that the descriptions in the archival information system will be improved 
and their aim is the wider availability of the content. They have corrected the titles 
of the files in cases when the Estonian historical events were titled according to the 
Soviet terminology. Moreover, the continuous upgrade of the descriptions is the part 
of archivists’ daily work. 

As for the translation of the descriptions into the official language, Estonian 
archives responded that the descriptions of all the upper levels (title of the 
fonds/archives, series, content, history, etc.) are inserted into the electronic 
system in Estonian. When originally the upper levels’ descriptions were in foreign 
languages, they were recompiled and updated in Estonian. The titles of the items 
were inserted in the original language, just as they were in the paper-based 
inventories. It means that if the inventory of the Russian-language material is in 
Russian, the titles of the items at the archival information system are also in 
Russian. They also have a lot of German-language descriptions of records in German 
(Tiiu Kravtsev’s E-mail, 2015). 

Therefore, we can see that the Estonian case is totally different from the 
Russian and Armenian cases. They use ISAD (G) standards that are not common for 
other cases. Electronic program and method of inserting titles is also totally 
different, but they share the main rule obtained at the Russian archives, to never 
do the technical job and renewal job simultaneously. Estonian archives also differ 
from Armenian in case that they are not translating titles into Estonian language 
and keep them in the original, Russian and German languages in regard. 

As a conclusion, in our opinion the micro-research shows that the Post-Soviet 
countries share the same approach to one of the most interesting archival 
challenges - how to improve quality and level of information in reasonable time and 
minimal wages. The approach towards this issue is not the unified: while the Russian 
archives more or less concentrate only on technical issues, other countries face 
content-related problems as well. Upon collecting all the information and analyzing 
it, the archives that have not started to undertake the efforts to renew its 
descriptions, should figure out what actions should be taken to get to the final 
result. The fact is that no specific recipe action is set and every institution can 
figure out and implement it in its own way. 
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POVZETEK 

Anton VATCHARADZE* 

PROBLEMI ARHIVSKEGA POPISOVANJA V POSOVJETSKIH DRŽAVAH  
Študija na primeru Osrednjega zgodovinskega arhiva Gruzije 

Osrednji zgodovinski arhiv Državnega arhiva Gruzije je osrednja institucija v 
državi, kjer so ohranjeni dokumenti o predsovjetski zgodovini Gruzije in Kavkaza 
(tj. pred letom 1921). Ohranjeno gradivo je razdeljeno na tri obdobja: 

1. Od 9. stoletja do leta 1800 (najstarejši ohranjeni dokumenti), vključujoč 
obdobje srednjeveškega združenega Gruzijskega kraljestva, 

2. Obdobje 1801–1917, carska administracija Gruzije in Kavkaza, in 

3. Obdobje 1918–1921, prva neodvisna republika Gruzija. 

Osrednji zgodovinski arhiv Gruzije je bil kot del sovjetske arhivske strukture 
ustanovljen leta 1923. Popisovanje in katalogizacija gradiva sta potekala do 
šestdesetih let 20. stoletja predvsem zaradi velike količine gradiva (okoli 2100 
fondov, ki so sestavljeni iz več kot 2 milijonov kosov). V zgodnjih devetdesetih je 
Gruzija pridobila neodvisnost, vendar v skoraj 15 letih ni imela možnosti razviti ali 
izboljšati arhivske službe, predvsem zaradi kaotične situacije v državi v zgodnjem 
posovjetskem obdobju. Zadnjih 8–10 let se je situacija v državi stabilizirala, pojavile 
so se nove priložnosti za izboljšanje razmer v arhivih. Gruzijski arhivisti se soočajo 
z veliko količino arhivskega gradiva (ostalo je okoli 850 fondov in 800.000 kosov, saj 
je bilo med letoma 1960 in 1980 okoli 60 % vsega arhivskega gradiva iz Gruzije 
premeščenega v druge sovjetske arhive).  

Eden glavnih ciljev popisovanja arhivskega gradiva v sovjetskem času je bilo 
skrivanje politično občutljivih in tako bolj zanimivih informacij pred raziskovalci. 
To je zaključek, do katerega smo se prebili po mnogih zanimivih akademskih 
odkritjih, ki so se zgodila na podlagi naših dokumentov.  
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Če je zgodnje obdobje, od 9. stoletja do leta 1800, bolj ali manj dobro 
popisano vsaj glede osebnih in krajevnih podatkov, se je na obdobje med 1800 in 
1921 s strani sovjetske države gledalo bolj pazljivo, bilo je mnogo poskusov 
prikrivanja informacij o določenih posameznikih in dohodkih, popisovanje pa je 
potekalo v skladu z marksistično in leninistično ideologijo.  

Problem posodabljanja, izboljševanja in širitve popisov arhivskega gradiva je 
skupen vsem arhivom v posovjetskih državah. Cilj prispevka je prikazati te probleme 
in poskati rešitve na podlagi ocene iz lastnih izkušenj kot tudi izkušenj drugih 
arhivov. Namen je osvetliti primere dobrih praks in potencialnih rešitev.  


